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Introduction
These rules are intended to allow for army-level engagements in a game that is fundamentally about the
actions of individual players. Among other things, this system will arbitrate whether a military force will
be able to defend a position, whether items and allies acquired by player characters can have a larger
effect than on them as individuals, and whether money or resources can be used to build a fighting force
larger than the player characters.

Glossary of Terms


















Base – a battlefield feature that grants extra Morale to the defending Commander.
Battle – an engagement between two armies. It ends after two Phases or when both players could
play cards, but instead Pass.
Commander – a person directing units in Army Combat.
Defense – the (usually face-down) card played by the defending player in a Skirmish.
Disabled – a card defeated in a Skirmish but not Killed is Disabled. Some other effects may cause
cards to be Disabled as well. Disabled cards are out for the Battle but will recover afterwards.
Discard – unless otherwise indicated, if a card requires you to Discard it to trigger some power, you
place it in your Disabled pile from your hand. Thus, these cards are normally usable once per Battle.
Exhausted – a card is placed in the Exhausted pile when it wins a Skirmish. Exhausted cards become
available again during the second Phase of a Battle. Some other effects may cause cards to be
Exhausted as well. Exhausted troops are considered to be recovering from the fight they won.
Killed – a card that was severely outmatched in a Skirmish can be Killed. Barring intervention of
some sort, that card is removed from play permanently at the end of the Battle.
Morale – a measure of a commander’s ability to lead. A commander whose Morale is reduced to 0
in a Battle is Routed and risks having their remaining units Killed.
Offense – the (usually face-down) card played by the attacking player in a Skirmish.
Pass – electing not to play a card on Offense or Defense when you otherwise could. Passing is
generally harmful to your Morale.
Phase – half of a Battle. A Phase ends when both Commanders are unable to play cards.
Skirmish – a small part of a larger Battle. Normally, one unit is on Offense and one on Defense.
Strength – a rating on a card indicating its raw combat power. A d6 roll will be added to this in a
Skirmish, and cards or Commander effects may also add to or subtract from this value. Units will
compare Strengths to determine the outcome of a Skirmish.
Unit – Any single card in an Army Combat.
Unable – the response when you would play a card in a Skirmish, but cannot do so.
Unopposed – a card that is unopposed in a Skirmish (the defender Passed) deals Morale damage to
the opposing Commander. Cards with high Strength can deal more Morale damage.

Units
A cohesive group of generic combatants, a very capable individual or singular monster, or a set of tools
for use at an army scale (such as siege equipment) would all be considered 1 ‘unit’. Each unit is
represented by a card. Units with higher Strength scores have more raw combat power, but are also
more monetarily expensive to deploy in Battles (see Upkeep). Some cards (like Rituals) are not
considered units.
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The Tactical Map
Commanders generally have access to information about their own forces, local terrain, and whatever
their scouts have discovered. To represent this, we use a two-dimensional abstraction called the Tactical
Map. While not providing complete information, it allows commanders to make informed decisions
about deployment of their forces.
An army-level force will be represented on the Tactical Map by one or more miniatures. Each miniature
represents approximately 4 units, rounding up. Thus a force represented by 3 miniatures traveling
together would contain 9 – 12 units. Rituals are not counted when determining unit size.
Terrain Features & Bases

Bases and other large terrain features will be marked on the Tactical Map. Bases generally grant
bonuses to the defending commander, and certain environments on the battlefield may grant
advantages or disadvantages to one side or both. It is up to each commander to learn the details of
these through experience.
The map below shows several areas of difficult terrain (marked with Triangles) and two Bases.
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Moving an Army

Armies may be ordered to Move once per hour. An army, barring other modifiers, moves approximately
3 inches on the tactical Map per Move. Difficult terrain (forest, hills, etc.) reduces movement across it by
1 inch, and especially challenging terrain (mountains, lakes, etc.) might reduce this by more. Thus, a
commander might reasonably infer than an enemy force marked on the Tactical Map as 6 inches from
their position over normal terrain might be there in 2 hours. Some forces may have alternate speeds,
however. Any army that contains a unit marked Slow must reduce their speed by 1 inch. An army
principally composed (50% or more) of units marked Fast may travel an additional inch per hour. An
army principally composed (50% or more) of units that Fly or Burrow may ignore difficult terrain. With
all modifiers applied, an army will never travel less than ½ an inch per Move.
Defending a Location

Sometimes, a Commander will want to prevent an enemy’s forces from taking certain locations. To do
this, they may station an Army at that location. An Army in a friendly or neutral location is assumed to
have control of the location.
If enemy forces reach the location, a Battle will ensue. The winner of the Battle is placed on the location
and the loser is moved away as normal for the conclusion of a Battle.
Capturing a Location

If a significant location changes hands, the victorious Army will then need to Capture the location to
have it fully under their control. This represents fully rooting out all enemy forces, searching the area,
and taking up defensible positions.
If a location was taken in Battle or is undefended (no Army is stationed there), an opposing Army may
take Move actions to Capture the location. The number of actions required will depend on the size of
the location and the strength of the army. Each time an Army takes a Move action to capture a location,
add up the Strength of all units in the Army. This number is applied against a total that varies by the
location. When the total is met, the location is Captured. If the Army doing the Capturing is interrupted
by a Battle, they must begin the Capture all over again.
A small encampment of tents containing 10 people might require a total of 3 to be captured. A small
town might require a total of 15 to be captured. A large city might require a total of 60+ to be captured.
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Battles

At the beginning of a Battle, both commanders place all cards associated with the units participating in
the Battle into their hands. Randomly select one commander – they choose who takes the first turn.
Battles are composed of two Phases, and the first Phase begins with the first turn.
When both commanders are Unable to play (neither can play any more cards on Offense), they enter
the second Phase of the Battle. All cards in their Exhausted piles return to their hand, and play begins
with the last player to play a card on Defense. Once both commanders are again Unable to play, or if at
any point both commanders Pass (they could play cards but do not wish to), the Battle has ended.
At the end of a Battle, any units that are Exhausted or Disabled (but not Killed) are returned to their
commanders and may be used again in subsequent Battles. If neither Commander was Routed, the
winner is the commander who Killed more enemy units. If the Commanders are tied for Killed units, the
winner is the commander with higher Morale. If this is again a tie, the Commanders roll off until there is
a winner. The losing Commander’s forces are moved 1 normal move away (3 inches for normal units) in
retreat. This may displace a Commander from a Base. Once a Battle has ended, a new one may not
begin between the same armies for 1 hour.

Skirmishes
The commander whose is active begins the Skirmish by playing a card from their hand, face down. They
are considered the attacking player, and their card is considered to be on Offense. The other
commander (who is considered to be the defending player) then plays a card from their hand, face
down. This card is considered to be on Defense. Units without a Strength value cannot be played on
Offense or Defense.
Once an Offensive and a Defensive card are played, both cards are revealed, and the two units are
considered engaged. To resolve the Skirmish, each side rolls a d6 and adds the roll to their unit’s
Strength score. Ties go in favor of the unit with the highest base Strength. Subsequent ties are resolved
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by re-rolling. Whichever unit has the highest Strength score after the roll (and any modifiers applied by
other cards or the Commanders) is the victor and is placed in the Exhausted pile. The other unit is
considered Disabled and is placed to the side. Unless another effect removes the Disabled status, that
unit cannot be used again this Battle. A common power for Healer units is to remove the Disabled status
from another unit, allowing it to be used again in a Battle.
Some cards may be discarded to trigger a power, such as granting a unit in a Skirmish a bonus to their
Strength. If a card has such a power, it may be used at any time before the Skirmish is resolved. The
attacking player always gets the first opportunity to play such cards, followed by the defending player. If
a player chooses to bring a new effect into play, their opponent is then allowed another chance to react
to this, until neither player wishes to play any additional cards. Discarded cards are placed in the
Disabled pile unless they say otherwise.
Morale

Each Commander has a starting Morale score (4 + (Player Character level / 2, round down)), which
represents the Commander’s ability to inspire and command the obedience of their forces. A
Commander reduced to 0 Morale is Routed – they lose the Battle immediately, and their forces are
driven away from the site of the Battle. The opposing Commander rolls 1d6 for each of the Routed
Commander’s units in the Disabled or Exhausted piles. On a 5+, the unit is Killed. Routed armies are
placed 2 of their moves away from the army that defeated them.
If a commander could play a card on Offense, but does not (they Pass), their turn ends and they lose a
Morale. Being unable to play a card does not incur this penalty. If a commander could play a card on
Defense but does not, the attacker’s unit is considered Unopposed. Instead of entering into a Skirmish, it
can directly affect the commander’s Morale. An Unopposed unit rolls and Adds modifiers as normal in a
Skirmish, and for every 4 whole points of Strength that results, deals 1 point of Morale damage to the
defending player.
Morale refreshes whenever Exhausting powers would refresh. Once per Day, a commander may buy
additional Morale at the cost of 5 lunari / point of Morale, but may not exceed their starting value.
Morale may not be purchased in this way during a Battle. Morale gained from cards during a Battle may
take you over your normal starting value.
If a commander is defending a Base in a Battle, the Base may grant additional Morale points. If so, these
may take them over their starting Morale value. Morale gained from Bases are lost first, at which point
they are used up for the Day. Certain effects may be able to restore a
Base’s Morale bonus, however.
Killing a Unit

If a unit is severely overmatched, it will be Killed instead of Disabled. This
occurs when the victorious unit exceeds the other unit’s Strength score
(including d6 rolls and any modifiers) by 3 or more. Killed units are
removed from play and may not be used again. A Commander may spend
1 Influence (PCs) or 3 Morale (NPCs) to have a unit that would be Killed
instead become Disabled. Unlike the Fair Escape rule for Player
Characters, a Commander is limited in doing this only by the amount of
Influence they possess.
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Roles
Every unit has a Role. Some of these Roles confer additional benefits:


A unit with the Aggressor role may roll 2d6 and take the best one when played on Offense.
Negate this benefit if the defending unit is a Guardian.



A unit with the Guardian role may roll 2d6 and take the best one when played on Defense.
Negate this benefit if the attacking unit is an Aggressor.



You may spend a Morale and discard a unit with the Healer role from your hand after any
Skirmish. If you do so, you may take one card out of your Disabled or Exhausted pile and return
it to your hand. A Healer may not be used to return another Healer or a unit with more than
twice its Strength.

 Any time a unit with the Savant role receives a bonus to Strength from another card, they
receive an additional +2 to Strength.

 A unit with the Equipment role can usually be discarded to grant a bonus of some kind.
Equipment cards do not roll a d6 when played on Offense or Defense, and equipment cards with
a Strength of 0 are automatically Killed in any Skirmish.

 Only two cards with the Ritual role may be played by a commander each Battle, and only one
per Phase. To use a Ritual, an Army must include at least two units with a matching Path.

Paths
Most units have Paths. This represents an affinity that unit has for a particular style of combat. Some
cards may have specific effects on units on particular Paths. Rituals require at least two units on a given
Path.
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Example Skirmish
Here we see a single Skirmish broken down by steps. It’s Commander A’s turn, so they must play on
Offense. They select a unit and play it face down. Commander B now has the option to respond by
playing a unit face down on Defense. At this point, both units are revealed, and the Special text (if any)
triggers.
The Spearmen played on Offense have Reach, so they receive a +1 to Strength if their opponent in the
Skirmish doesn’t have Reach or Ranged (which the Soldier doesn’t).
The Spearmen are Aggressors, being played on Offense, and not opposed by a Guardian on Defense, so
they roll 2d6 and take the best roll. The Soldier rolls a single d6.
Having done this, the units’ base Strength is added to their best roll and any other modifiers. The
Spearmen are winning the Skirmish with a 7, and with the Soldier only having a 4, that’s enough for the
Soldier to be Killed! Commander B discards an additional Soldier, using the Special text that allows the
unit to give +1 to either side in a Skirmish. Now, the Soldier is only Disabled instead of Killed. The
Spearmen won the Skirmish, so they go to the Exhausted pile.
Commander B will now be on Offense for the next Skirmish.

Commander
B

Commander
A

Offense

Defense

Reveal

Roll (s)

Extras

Outcome

Total:
2+4+1
=7
Exhausted!

?
?

Total:
1+3+1
=4
Disabled!
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Play Area Setup
Here we show an example of a Battle in progress. Commander A began with 8 Morale, but is now down
to 6. Additionally, they have a unit in their Disabled pile. This unit might be there because it lost a
Skirmish but was not Killed, or it might be there because it was Discarded to trigger its effect.
Commander B began with 5 Morale and is now down to 4. They have a unit in their Exhausted pile, most
likely because the unit won a Skirmish. Should this Battle enter an additional Phase, this unit would
return to the Commander’s hand. At the moment, since neither Commander has Killed any units, the
victor of this Battle would be Commander A, who has the higher Morale score. However, if Commander
B were to Kill even 1 unit, they would be the victor instead.

Commander A
Exhausted

Disabled

Killed

Morale
8
7
6

Commander B
Exhausted

Disabled

Killed

Morale
5
4
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Between Battles
Upkeep (Paying Your Army)
Armies are expensive. Troops must be fed, armed, and housed. Equipment must be kept in good repair.
Monsters and other such creatures must be appeased. At the end of any Day in which a Commander led
an army, they must pay an Upkeep cost based on which units they used. This cost is the total Strength
value of all cards in the Commander’s hand * 5 lunari. Units with a Strength of 0 still cost 5 lunari during
Upkeep.
Any units with the Undead Special ability and any units whose Strength is “-“ are not included when
calculating Upkeep – they require no significant maintenance.
Upkeep is paid per Day, not per Battle - if the same unit was used in multiple Battles, the Upkeep cost
does not increase. A Commander may spend excess Morale to offset this cost. For each Morale spent,
the Upkeep cost is lowered by 5 lunari.
If a unit is Killed, you are not required to consider its Strength for the purposes of Upkeep. However, it is
customary for the wages the unit would have been paid to be donated to a suitable Temple instead, or
to the surviving relatives, if any. Failing to do this may incur ill will among your remaining forces.
Commanders who are not personally wealthy may request funds from others to maintain an army. They
should consider raising money before using their armies in order to assure that sufficient funds are
available. Even when an army is maintained by a larger force, such as the Sultan’s Might, the army’s pay
comes from its Commander, who then negotiates with their employer for their funds. Economic
concerns may require a Commander to field less than their full strength in some Battles, and this is
considered to be a normal part of army combat. Military historians frequently discuss how ancient
battles might have gone differently had one Commander or other been more or less thrifty.
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Recruiting (Buying New Units)
Each Event, certain units will be available for recruitment. These represent hopefuls who have shown up
and asked to be admitted into a Commander’s army. Anyone may recruit these units (usually lowpowered or standard units) by paying lunari according to the unit’s Strength, as noted here:
Str 1
10

Str 2
30

Str 3
60

Str 4
100

Str 5
150

Additionally, there may be other units that can be recruiting by completing certain tasks (quests). These
will vary by unit. Usually units recruited by quest will be superior or less common units. Upon
completing a unit’s quest, someone must still pay a recruitment cost, but this will usually be reduced, as
noted here:
Str 1
8

Str 2
24

Str 3
48

Str 4
80

Str 5
120

Training (Improving Units)
Once per Event, a unit may be trained to raise its combat effectiveness. In Army Combat terms, its
Strength will be increased by 1, permanently. No unit may be trained more than 3 times.
Training costs are in lunari, as listed below:
-> Str 2
20

-> Str 3
30

-> Str 4
40

-> Str 5
50

-> Str 6
60

-> Str 7
70

-> Str 8
80

Offsetting training costs

A unit’s training costs may be reduced by 5 lunari by destroying an item card for any weapon. This may
be used to pay for up to half the cost of training a unit. This represents expending resources to equip the
unit.
Training and Improvement

As a unit is trained, it may improve in ways other than Strength. Poor quality units may even change to a
different unit entirely. If trained a full 3 times, a unit will usually gain some uncommon special quality or
ability.

Retinues (Personal Units)
If a single character pays the entire recruitment cost for a unit, the entirety of any training costs for that
unit, and all Upkeep costs for the unit, that unit is considered to be in their Retinue. They may name the
unit, and the unit Adds 1 to its Strength when Commanded by that character. Additionally, any time
when that character would spend Influence to invoke Fair Escape, they may instead reduce the unit’s
Strength by 2. If that would take the unit to 0 or less Strength, it is Killed. Retinues may be used by other
Commanders, but do not receive their Strength bonus when this is done.
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Commander Powers
Commanders of certain classes receive certain benefits, as noted below. If a commander effect says that
a unit Adds X, that means the unit applies a bonus of X to its Strength.

Savant

Aggressor

Healer

Guardian

Commander effects that Add to a unit’s Strength never trigger the Savant power!
Steel

Magic

Faith

Nature

Mind

Tactician:
-At the start of each
Battle, you may
choose any single
Guardian or Path of
Steel Commander
benefit.

Battlemage:
-Any card you discard
to the Disabled pile is
instead placed in the
Exhausted pile on a 5+
on a d6. This power
may only succeed
once per Phase.

Oathbound:
-Each Battle,
designate one unit. If
that unit is Killed, it is
only Disabled. If it is
Disabled (not
including your
power), it is only
Exhausted.

Shapeshifter:
- Once per Battle,
you may change the
Role of any one card
as you reveal it in a
Skirmish or discard it.

Adept:
- You may change the
Role of any card you
play to Guardian.
Guardian units you play
Add 1.

Chirurgeon:
- You gain an
Alchemy Lab
Equipment unit for
free. If it would be
Killed, place it in the
Disabled pile.

Necromancer:
- At the start of the
second Phase, you
may return 1 card
from your Disabled
pile to your hand.
Undead units you play
Add 1.

Cleric:
- Once per Day, you
may return 1 Killed
card to your hand by
spending a Morale.

Animist:
- You may play 2
Rituals each Phase.
Healers you play Add
1.

Mender:
- Before the Battle, you
may ask your opponent
to reveal 2 random
cards from their hand.
You may spend 1
Morale to Disable one
of them.

Master of Arms:
- You may change
the Role of any card
you play to
Aggressor.
Aggressor units you
play Add 1.

Evoker:
-Three times per
Battle, you may Add 2
to any unit in a
Skirmish. You may not
do this more than
once per Skirmish.

Dervish:
- Units under your
command Add 1
against units that are
on a specific Path or
Role (choose one
each Day).

Scout:
- All cards you play
on Offense gain the
Ranged trait. If they
already had the
Ranged trait, they
Add 1.

Psionicist:
- Once per Battle, you
may shuffle your hand.
Your next card must be
drawn randomly, but
Adds 3. You must have
at least 2 cards in your
hand.

Rogue:
- When you Kill an
enemy unit, gain a
Morale on a 4+.

Illusionist:
- Twice per Battle, you
may roll a d6 and have
either unit in a
Skirmish Add the
result. You may not do
this more than once
per Skirmish.

Chaplain:
- You gain access to
the Mediating
Chaplain unit, which
neither deals nor
receives damage in
Skirmishes.

Shaman:
- Elemental and
Savant units you play
Add 1.

Etherealist:
- Once per Battle, you
may exchange any unit
in your hand with any
unit you have played in
a Skirmish, as long as
the unit from your hand
would be legal to play
into that Skirmish.
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